
How to Be Free  
Turn Around - Day 3 

Sop focusing on your sin and focus on Jesus! 
 

At some point or another, all of us face sickness. From minor stomach bugs and the flu 
to more major health issues – sickness impacts our life. When we get sick, everything 
else needs to stop, and often we don’t really have a choice. It’s almost impossible to 
carry on with normal life when you’re running a fever, physically weak, or facing down 
medications that impair thinking. And, even minor sickness, if left un-tended to, can 
cause a lot of damage. This impact is very similar to the effect un-tended to sin has on 
our life.  
 

Mark 2:15-17 (TPT), Jesus clearly identifies sinfulness as a sickness. “Later, Jesus and his 
disciples went to have a meal with Levi. Among the guests in Levi’s home were many 
tax collectors and notable sinners sharing a meal with Jesus, for there were many kinds 
of people who followed him. But when the religious scholars and the Pharisees found 
out that Jesus was keeping company and dining with sinners and tax collectors, they 
were indignant. So they approached Jesus’ disciples and said to them, “why is it that 
someone like Jesus defiles himself by eating with sinners and tax collectors?” But when 
Jesus overheard their complaint, he said to them, ‘Who goes to the doctor for a cure? 
Those who are well or those who are sick? I have not come to call the righteous, but to 
call those who are sinners and bring them to repentance.” 

 

When we are struggling with sin, it’s easy to fix our eyes on that sin. The result of this is 
more sin and more shame. With our eyes on our sin we can’t really find any solutions. If, 
however, we will remember that sin is like a sickness, and when we fix our eyes on 
Jesus, the healer, we will be healed. Freedom is possible! 
 
As you are choosing to fix your eyes on Jesus the healer, here are some things to do: 

• Recognize an area of sin in your life that you have been focusing on.  
• Remind yourself, that this is not who you are anymore. 

• Pray, “Jesus, I believe that you are the healer! Please heal my thinking and 
help me to walk in the truth of who you say that I am.” 

 
 


